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Vietnam Veterans: Legacy of the War
John F. Kennedy did for us in my
generation... Those words 'Ask
hot what your country can do for
you but what you can do for your
country' found their mark with
us."
The enlistees "were imbued
with a sense of righteousness and
purpose," he said, willing to do
anything "to halt the advance of
communism." They entered
Vietnam knowing nothing about it.
"AH we knew was that our very
righteous political leaders told us
that it was the American thing to
do."
The myth was shattered as soon
as they reached Vietnam, he said.
The John Wayne liberating hero

A Blum and Martha Oesch
"War is ugly, it is brutal, it is the

by L.

most powerful emotional

experience I believe any human
being can go through."
The words are Robert MuUers's,
Vietnam veteran and head of the
Vietnam Veterans of America.
Muller spoke to an almost capacity
audience in McGaw Chapel last

Thursday night on "Vietnam War
Stories."
Of all those fighting in Vietnam,
Muller said, 80 percent enlisted.
When he was in college in 1967, it
Robert Muller, chairman of the Vietnam Veterans of America, was "the expected thing to do."
spoke Jan. 2 1 in McGaw Chapel on the atrocities of war. Photo by The patriotism, he said, was
unbelievable. Speaking of the
Sue Mertz.
patriotic fervor generated by the
hostage crisis, Muller informed his
audience that if they thought
Ronald Reagan.' has inspired'
national pride, "let me assure you
t doesnt hold a candle to what
(first 6f two Darts)
way up, while funds for political
by Enoch Needham
science, sociology and other
In 1980, liberal arts fields are down.
Madison, WI (CPS)
Dr. George Stelmach, a phys
There is also a $24 million
by Jerry Thompson
eddance teacher at the University increase in military funding for .
Faced in 1974 with a lack of
of Wisconsin, received a $107,000 psychological research.
Because there are so few other storage space for student folders,
grant to stjudy how the brain tells
sources of funds these days, many the Executive Staff of the College
the body what to do.
"It has practical application to presidents of research universities decided to institute a policy of
. everything.'We do. speech, the are;. regular&4lAV.eUjnji - to burning, .student personnel files
aging process, whether we fly an Washington, U.C to ask what ' several years after a student's date
airplane or use a typewriter," they can do for the Pentagon, and of graduation. The destruction of
enthuses Stelmach, who also then to defend increased military the files began in 1980 .with the
folders of the class of 1975. So far
heads the university's Motor funding before congressional
the folders for the classes of 1975
Behavior Laboratory.
critics.
He envisions a day when his
For its part, the Pentagon has and 1976 have been burned,' with
work could aid sufferers of opened a special agency
the those of the class of 1977 to follow
Parkinson's disease, or improve Office for Research
' to inform
sports performances.
professors and administrators of
But Stelmach's grant came from its needs, and to encourage grant
an unlikely source: the U.S. Air proposals to meet them.
Force, which presumably wants to
"There are some kinds of
learn more about pilots' reaction military research that are
time than pole vault records.
beneficial," reasons Wisconsin's
Stelmach's uncertainty over Stelmach, who ultimately decided
taking the money is going on more to take the Pentagon's money. He
frequently at major research says his research would go undone
campuses. these days as the despite its importance "to daily
Pentagon, taking advantage of life" if the Air Force hadn't funded

Infiltration of Military into
Education Spurs Objections

image disappeared.

The bulk

tell the Vietnam veterans: "You
should have been there for the big
one." This is wrong, Muller said.
it
Vietnam was the "big one"
was the longest and the most
costly. Two million tons of bombs
were dropped in World War II, he
said. Seven million were dropped
in Vietnam. When other offensives
are added in, such as the 570
Hiroshima-typ- e
bombs dropped,
he continued, the total reaches"
well
..

of

the time we were fighting the
people we were supposed to Jbe

receding memories of college
muscles its way back
into academia in a big way.
Military research on campus, in
fact, is virtually the only segment
of the higher education budget to
grow in recent years.
anti-militaris-
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Veterans from previous wars
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Special Committee
Holds Hearing to
Discuss Divestment
The
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Special

Committee

of

'Trustees formed last quarter in
response to student demands for
divestment of Wooster's stock
from South Africa will be meeting
Monday, Feb. 1. The committee

p.m.
with the faculty on the issue of
Faculty members
divestment.
wishing to make presentations
should contact Beth Irwin Lewis- Any interested member of the v
College and Wooster community
is urged to attend the hearings.
That evening, two members of
the Study' Commission on U.S.
Policy Toward Southern Africa
will discuss their findings with the
Trustees and College community
at 8 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge.
The speakers are members of the
Study Commission Report which
wrote the book. South Africa:;
Time Running Out.
The speakers will be Ruth
Simms Hamilton and Robert C "
Good. Hamilton, , Professor ' of
Sociology and Racial and Ethnic.
Studies and associate director,
African Studies Center, Michigan
State University, is the author of 7
Racial Conflict, Discrimination
will hold hearings from

-
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1968.. he said.' General

Westmoreland, ' who had been
named "Man of the Year" by Time ;
folders from the 1920 through 1974 magazine, was told by John F. '
with a decreasing amount of space Kennedy that the nation must be
informed that the United States
in which to store them.
According to Dean Ptusquellec, was winning. The TET offensive,
the staff instituted the poficy Muller said, "took the fives of .
r
simply' toT alleviate "the "storage many American servicemen
heedlessly
they
didn't
because
problem. PlusqueDec noted that
tell the- troops it was coming.
the College could not bum the because they
didn't want to tell the
graduates
folders for
(cont. on p. 4) V
because it was legally required by
the Family Education and Privacy
Act of 1974 to inform students of

-

On the other hand, "there are
some that I would object to."
Academic objections, to and
worries about military research
have increased as dramatically as
the military spending.
"The worst thing about military
The Pentagon's campus
spending has rocketed from $495 funding," argues Dr. Seymour
million in fiscal year 1980 to an Melman, a Columbia University
estimated $709.7 million for 1982, professor who has authored
according to the National Science several books critical of Pentagon
Foundation, which monitors spending, "is that it sets the tone
federal research finances.
for the university. It sets the tone
The same sum would pay the for foundation money, and each
salary of 215,000
time leaves a woeful absence of
professors making $33,000 a year, work in other areas."
or swell the U.S.'s total teaching
"What you're going to have is
corps by more than 40 percent.
two kinds of money (on campus),'
Even though they can't use the he predicts. One kind is
money for - new professors, "classified, which means closed
colleges are undoubtedly the main doors and armed guards. A piece
beneficiaries of the Reagan admini- of the university becomes an
stration's $20 billion research . armed camp."
budget. Over the previous three
"And for unclassified research,
years, campuses have enjoyed a you have to remember that the
70 percent increase in military military always has areas of special
research grants.- interest. (The money) becomes a
The bulk of the increased big magnet, and for every ten
spending has gone to the hard applicants (for. it), you'll have
sciences. Funds for engineering, another ten thinking, 'What does
physics, chemistry, math and the .DOD. (Department of
computer science projects ' are .(contypnp,,6), -, , v"

over 14 million tons. One out

of every 30 people in Indochina
was killed, he said. One out of
twelve was wounded and one out
of five became a refugee.
The average age of a combat
soldier in Vietnam was nineteen,
he said, looking out over the;
audience. "Most of you out there
are older than that."
v
,
The turning point in American'-attitude- s
toward the war came ;
with the TET offensive of Jan. 30,

r

helping!"

Storage Problems Increase for Files
As Student Records Go Up in Smoke
Mr. Snoddy, was faced with

--

.

next year. If this policy continues,
the folders destroyed in 1987 will
be those of the present senior
class.

'.-

-

the destruction ot records; the

Staff viewed it

Executive

impossible to contact all former ;
graduates. Since jf was instituted,
students have been notified of the
policy through the Scot's Key (pp.
(There appears to be a'

Student personnel files are kept
in the Dean's Office until the
second year following graduation,
when they are transferred to the question concerningthe
archives of Andrews Library, legitimacy of application of the ;
graduates;
where - they are subsequently "Privacy Act to 5
stored The Executive Staff of the the Voice will clarify this point if
College, whose members in 1974 necessary in a subsequent issue.)
included present College Plusquellec also mentioned a
employees President Copeland, concern on the part of one staff
Dean PhjsqueBec, Dr. Cropp and ,,..:;,
..(qontr.WX-.-.y,-.-,-.;.-.-.-

and" Power: Historical and
Contemporary Studies ( 1976) and
is editor of African Urban Studies.

:
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Hamilton's specialty is West Africa

,

-

and she has done work in Ghana.
She did not take part in Michigan

State's-- divestment

efforts,

'whereas, her department'
chairman was involved in those
efforts.
A former State Department

..o,ffeSv. nY.nteHigene
(cont. on p. 2)
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US in Europe by Invitation;
Threat Comes from USSR

J orum
IT

The College of Wooster
VOICE

Editor in Chief
Kevin Grubb

by Timothy . Spence
Guest Editorial
an editorial here
week
last
contributed
who
Wasch,
Mr. Torsten
("European Peace Movement:Why no U.S. Counterpart"), suffers from
misunderstandings as he puzzles over why American troops and
Though it has been over a decade since the Vietnam war (er, make that several
in his native land, Germany. Mr. Wasch, while
"conflict," since war was never officially declared) came to an defenses are situated friend of the Soviets, as I am no friend of any
is
"no
he
stating
that
,
sometimes-morbianticlimactic end, the American public's sometimes-earnestthe case that in Germany and
curiousity to unearth the truth behind what really caused 57,000 totalitarian regime," seems to make
power
than the potential threat of
a
worse"
is
United
States
Europe,
the
U.S. males to lose their lives in battle has been whetted by conflicting
befriend.
not
does
he
totalitarian
primarily
which
was
reports that it was the American government
Despite his misconceptions, Mr. Wasch makes an excellent point in
Robert Muller,
responsible for the needless longevity of the
article in recalling the devastation which occurred in Europe, and,
his
Corps lieutenant now executive director of the Vietnam, '
an
worse, in Germany as a result of the two World Wars. "Germany is, in
Veterans of America, passionately spoke Jan. 21 to a
which should have learned most from this history,"
audience in McGaw Chapel about what did cause Vietnam to drag on, my eyes, the nation
it should have. Sadly enough, the descendants of
says.
Indeed
claiming and maiming the lives of millions. Paralyzed from the waist the writer
heinous wars, Mr. Wasch being one, have not
fought
those
who
those
down, a victim of an airlanding ambush, Muller has a reason to be angry.
.
lessons.
their
learned
r
all
is
more
argument
the
anger,
his
And in the heat of his
this article by regurgitating facts and figures on
could
We
continue
persuasive.
military strength (the 1.6 million troops, 27,000 Soviet tanks, 947
Muller is, naturally, angry at the audacity of the American government Soviet
medium-rangballistic missiles, at least 100 new Backfire bombers,
vets. While
past and present for ignoring the plight of the
surface-to-ai- r
missiles and over 2000 interceptor fighters all
12,000
53 American hostages were lauded with the grandest of parades for
Germany's
border) in a long and cumbersome
poised
West
on
weathering 444 days of captivity, the vets were watching the television
I would rather concentrate on a few points
might.
military
of
comparison
coverage at home in their wheelchairs thinking, "Hey, America,
need clarification, and then examine Mr. Wasch's theories.
remember us?" But the greatest tragedy is not that America has once which
First,
the U.S. does not have 4000 nuclear warheads in Germany.
again closed its eyes to an injustice it finds too complicated to.
positioned in Europe 108 aging Pershing missiles, each
are
There
comprehend; rather, the problem Muller emphasized to his audience
warhead. France, Germany and Britain have a small arsenal
carrying
one
was: Will Reagan's governmental policies especially his
medium-rang- e
missiles, and with these added to America's arsenal,
of
facilitate another Vietnam?
defense program
warheads, compared to 1567 warheads aimed at
342
there are some
The answer is a resounding NO. Reagan's prolific defense build-uSecondly, Mr. Wasch asserts that a large number
East.
Europe
from
the
may propel the
already displaying a price tag of over a trillion dollars
completely outdated vehicles." For someone
"are
Pact
tanks
Warsaw
of
game.
U.S. into a war that will make Vietnam look like a Scot's football
lip
of
Eastern cup, Mr. Wasch is sadly misguided.
the
rives
the
on
who
Muller's screening of the film Heroes presented a vivid, grim picture of
many
of their armored units are outdated, have
though
Soviets,
The
well
the U.S.' arbitrary, naive use of Agent Orange and napalm gases, as
world's
most
deploying
advanced armored fighting vehicles for
the
been
as the staggering effects such chemical warfare has had not only on the nearly decade, the
a rate of over 2000 per year. The U.S.
tank,
at
a
will
land it infected, but also on the people contaminated by it who
only
in tanks, as Mr. Wasch rightly
outnumbered
N.A.T.O.,
not
and
transmit the diseases to their progeny.
thirty-yea- r
M l 13 tank; (The need for
old
using
the
are
out,
points
The bleak question that is on a number pf people's minds these days is
Mr.
scorns suddenly becomes
which
missiles
Wasch
N.A.T.O.
not which defense method implemented by the government will protect
apparent.)
America best; but, instead, which way is the least painful method to die:
Mr. Wasch, like most members of the European Peace Movement,
nuclear warfare, chemical warfare, a bullet through the brain? When
U.S. involvement in Europe to defend sovereign land and
discredits
Alexander Haig boldly states to the press that there is a likely chance for
heritage
the grounds that U.S. presence threatens peace. We shall
on
limited
if
possible
have
a
to
a limited nuclear war in Europe (as it were
glance
the fact that the U.S. is invited by the leaders of France,
over
nuclear war), Americans have a reason to be pessimistic.
g
England to aid in the defense of Europe. Today, even
Germany
and
In a Voice editorial printed last week, Timothy Spence asked that
only
support
not
Mitt
erand,
like
Francois
stage,
of
France's
heads
Americans give Reagan's new policies a chance to work. Spence
Europe, but have surpassed the other N.A.T.O. nations
commended the president for taking, "the proverbial bull by the horns." I a
bomb) while the remaining
would argue that for Reagan's "new" government to be truly effective, he by deploying new weapons (e.g. the neutron
like
Mitterand
Europeans
have seen that the Soviet.
The
allies
hesitate.
build-urhetoric
must take the bullshit out of his nonsensical defense
a view shared by a
threat,
poses
U.S.
an
ominous
the
Union
not
allocations
military
budget
his
of
and ponder the severe repercussions
why
wondering
help
the Soviets have
Europeans.
cannot
One
majority
of
instead of lopping off more benefits directed to Vietnam war vets. But
build-u- p
Hitler reigned
military
since
most
extensive
the
undertaken
of
exaggerated
promises
then, perhaps it is too late for us to trust the
designs
in mind. The
they
some
have
Germany
notorious
unless
over
security for all coming from Capitol Hill. Muller concluded his lecture by
World Wars
of
place
the
result
a
which
as
took
slaughter
destruction
and
by
the
declaring that elected officials cannot hope to advocate change
Europe
younger
(the
in
older
generations
of
minds
vivid
in
the
the
very nature of a corrupt political hierarchy. The power to change must is too
history,
understanding
in
fruits
of hard
of
the
lessons
bask
the
not
ones,
come from the people. Our operating tactics come in many forms: letters
in order to prevent war, one must be
realize
they
wars),
that
fought
and
for
register
refusing
to
Congresspeople,
lobbying,
demonstrations,
to
to make the horrible sacrifice to fight it.
the draft. Above all, we must make it known that our battle is one for prepared
If
were to elude rationality and follow "the demands of
West
the
destroy.
We.
not gratuitous power to subjugate, oppress and
peace
movement" which Mr. Wasch delineates, Europe
peace
European
must permit Vietnam to burn in our memories and fuel the fire of our
would
probably
not
be subjected to nuclear annihilation. The Soviets
Dursuit for oeace.
depend too much on the relative prosperity in Western Europe (witness
gas line deal signed last autumn by Chancellor
the West German-SoviSchmidt and President Brezhnev). And the Soviets would most likely not
wage a conventional war of destruction, as they are doing in Afghanistan.
Again, it would mean disrupting an economic system too valuable to the
Film
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Demurxments

Cambridge Nuclear Defense Plans
Of
.
o tne taitor:

safety tor nuclear
the City safety and public
Cambridge city
with
disasters
MA,
Council of Cambridge,
officials. Fire and Civil Defense
passed a resolution criticizing the officials, Dr. Helen Caldicott, Dr.
ineffectiveness of civil defense George Kistiakowsky, local
plans designed for nuclear
and Randall Forsberg, a
disaster. They concluded that the residents
leading
for the
representative
only sure defense against nuclear
I Kl
I
" r 0:lx
oiidierdi
wklhmi
rieue
.
.
ot
attack and "the sole means
program
ww
campaign.
ine
protecting Cambridge citizens "illustrate
the decision of one
from nuclear warfare would be for
community to change its way of
nations with nuclear arms to thinking
to fit the nature of the
destroy those arms and renounce
In the Spring of 1981,

i-l-

1 1

k-i-t

.

their use." The Council
unanimously endorsed

this

resolution and the idea of a nuclear

weapons freeze. They completely,
rejected the idea that civil defense
plans

would

protecting

the

be

effective, in
lives of any

Cambridge residents and

concluded that such plans would
actually endanger more lives.
This Monday, February 1st, at 4
p.m., Westminster Peacemakers
will present a videotape about this
decision of the Cambridge City

Council. The presentation,
entitled "The Front Line,"

discusses

conventional

pubfic

T

IT-

weekly during the academic
year by the students of The College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
Eshed

Kremlin.
The Soviets would, however, hold the threat of using either or both
conventional and nuclear weaponry against Europe if it did not
"TlrMandiz e . " Mr. Wasch indicates that the Soviets currently have the
capacity to pose such threats over soverign nations like Austria,
Yugoslavia and Switzerland, yet have not invaded these nations. Unlike
Poland, Afghanistan and a host of other nations, these European states
are not suffering internal turmoil. Additionally, the Soviets will grow
more dependent in the next few years on technology and gas bartering
with the West. Thev know they cannot risk losing trade by pouncing on a
(cont. on p. 6)

Voice welcomes all signed letters to
the Editor from, students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members
of the greater Wooster community. Al
correspondence may be addressed to:
Voice, Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691. Current subscription rate is $10.00 per year
for second class delivery.
The Voice office it located wi the basement of Lowiy Center. Telephone: (216)
Extension 433.
. .
264-123- 4,

Sinha's Viewpoint Essential for College

To The Editor:
It is a rare occasion that I am
The program will be shown in "moved
express myself to the '
the Film Preview Room of college to
community, faculty, and
Andrews Library and all interested
of The College of
administration
and potential peacemakers are
The
event which
Wooster.
invited to attend. The Westcommunication
such
necessitates
minster Peacemakers hope to
is the departure from the College
develop a local peacemaking
Braj Sinha, formerly
of
group to present the Freeze to the of Professor
department. I feel
religion
the
larger community of Wooster.
speak,
qualified
not only as a
to
Plans are underway to involve
College,
of
member
the
local churches, civic and community, but as a student
who
professional organizations in this
from
courses
three
taken
has
campaign that, stresses the
Professor Sinha.
urgency of disarmament.
My deep respect and
David Ward
for Professor Sinha
appreciation
Box 2984
nuclear

--

--Pub-

Depicts Citizen's

age"

.

have grown from many factors

Js '

an intellectual and a scholar hejs
an engaging individual who affords
a great depth and broadness of
perspective; from Hinduism
his knowledge and

Back issues are available from the
Voice Office, Lowry
Center.
.

Voice-Archive- s,
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Trustee Committee
Conduct Hearings

to-Christianit-

y,

keen mind have been an

(cont. from p.. 1)
opportunity for a dialectic I feel few
Research, Good is , currently
As
persons have used and utilized.
President of Denison University.
a professor his demanding class
positions held by Good
Other
requirements 'were balanced by
include
Director of Office
his interest and understanding of r Research and Analysis, African
greatest
his students. Possibly the
Bureau and Ambassador . to
dimension of Professor Sinha
Gambia, 1965-6a post from
available to the College was as a
which he resigned. He is. also
spiritual being. Finally, Professor
author of Congo Crisis: The Role
Sinha's commitment to the of the New States (196U and
College community was beyond
U.D.lrThe International Politics
(cont. on p. 4)
of the Rhodesian Rebellion (1973).
--

--

.
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Compiled by Daniel McKenty and Sue Allen
' '
NATIONAL NEWS
Ontario, N.Y.
A failure in the coolinq system occurred Mondau at
Ginna nuclear power plant outside Rochester, emitting radioactive
steam into the air and spilling thousands of gallons of radioactive water
onto the floor of the reactor before the plant was stabilized. Officials said
there is no immediate danger, and that the reactor is being cooled down
to below operating temperature. The process was said toTequire three
'
's
'
.
or four cays.
Washington
Labor
Department
The
reported Saturday that
consumer prices rose only 8.9 percent during 1981, the smallest increase
in fouryears. Experts say the abundance of oil supplies, record crop
yields, and the recession helped slash the rate from 12.4 percent the year
, '
before.
Atlanta
Prosecutors asked permission Saturday to enter evidence
linking Wayne B. Williams with the murder of ten young blacks in
addition to the two killings for which he is on trial. It was the first time that
authorities have publicly connected Williams to more than two of the 28
s layings that terrorized Atlanta over the past two years.
wasnington
in an attempt to redefine Federal and state
responsibilities for social welfare. President Reagan wishes to transfer
the Federal food stamp program to the states. Administrative officials
say that the states would assume in full the $11.3 billion financial
responsibility as well as perhaps some other programs. The food stamp
has been almost entirely funded by the Federal Government for
the last 20 years.
Pontiac, MI
Joe Montana's 49'ers out ran. out kicked, and out
passed Kenny Anderson's Bengals Sunday. Super Bowl XVI victory
came when, with no time left on the clock, the scoreboard inside the To the Editor:
Silver Dome read
in favor of San Fransisco. h was both teams' first
General Roland H. del Mar
trip to the Super. Bowl.
(U.S. Army, Retired), a trustee of
Washington
President Reagan gave his first State of the Union The College since 1963, died last
address to- - a joint session of Congress and the nation Tuesdav. Tuesday, January 19, 1982. .
Highlights of the speech included the President's continued strong
General del Mar was a man
support tor more cuts in the Federal budget, and an announcement that revered in public and private
life.
the President will introduce legislation to Congress that will transfer After leaving his Class of 1930 at
approximately 40 Federal programs to state responsibilities. Included in The College, General del Mar
these programs is the Federal food stamp program. The President spoke worked in private business with
briefly about the nation's foreign policies, but warned Moscow and the International
Harvester ComPolish government that if their "oppressive actions" continued the pany. With the arrival of
the
United States stands ready to take a harder line against both Second World War, the General
governments. left private business to enter the
INTERNATIONAL
Anny. He' proceeded to climb
Despite objections by the Reagan Administration, France is through .the ranks, - as well as
Paris
buying more Russian gas. France signed a major natural oas contract cavalry and . infantry school.
with the Soviet Union recently. The Reagan Administration fears that the Armed Forces Staff College and
deal will make Western Europe too dependent on Soviet energy, and is the Army War College. General'
attempting to delay construction of a pipeline carryinq Soviet oas into del Mar was to .see action in
West uermany, Italy and other Western European countries. Europe, and later, he served in
Moscow
In the Soviet government s annual economic report for Korea.
1981, it admitted that the year had been a dismal one. The report entirely
Outside military life. General del
omitted tne size pi last year s grain harvest, suggesting that the figure is Mar served as a trustee to
so low as. to be politically embarrassing.
numerous educational founda
Rome A photograph of Brig. Gen. James L. Dozier released Monday tions and institutions, including
.
.
...
i
i
oy nu n
ongaaei iKidnappers
neai rv
apparently indicates that Uozier is still Wooster. He served on the hoards
alive. Italian Police say that the terrorists have never before released a of directors for
a number of
picture of a dead captive.
community and service groups.
A former president of Chile and the "Western The General was especially fond
Santago, Chile
of
Hemisphere's First Christian Democratic President died recently after a Latin American studies and affairs.
two month illness. Eduardo Frei Montalva was Chile's president from
The lives of all Woosterians are
1964 to 1970 and a prominent figure in the group of democratic Latin touched by the death of General
American leaders that emerged during the 1960s.
del Mar. Not only did he serve his
Washington
A recently uncovered Air Force History Draft reports country without vain for the peace
that the United States secretly sprayed herbicides on Laos during the and prosperity we endear, he
Vietnam War and then openly sprayed them on South Vietnam. A devoted his private life to family
controversy had taken place in the United States over whether other, and the College. The hallowed
nations would criticize it for chemical warfare.
arch of Kauke Hall is a tribute to
Wooster from the General. So too
was the time he devoted to
improve the lives of generations
which would survive long after
To The Editor,
depth instead of rhetorical him.
.
It is with some sadness that we affectations.
General del Mar once said:
say goodbye to Father Paul
We are confident Father
The kind of world we want is
Wysocki, who has served .as Wysocki will be successful in his
the kind of world that most
Catholic minister to The. College new appointment as pastor of
of the other people in the
of Wooster for over two years. His Saint Agnes parish in Orrville. He
world want. But that kind of
concern and understanding of the has had a wide range of experience
world cannot be wished into
problems of humanity have been to draw upon. After ordination in.
an inspiration to us. While some of 1964, he was an instructor at
Thntsfaaivtuntnhufcd bv the publisher.
us were originally surprised hy his various Diocesan high schools and
ministry's focus on world peace an associate pastor in Cleveland,
and human dignity, he helped us Elyria and Painesville parishes. He
understand that Christ's message was chaplain of Ursulin College
:
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Students Pay Tribute to Gen. del Mar
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Adieu to Father Wysocki
,

-
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.

demands

a

concern

beyond before

becoming Newman

ourselves and our friends.
campus minister to Wooster,
Father Wyocki was liked by Ashland, Wayne and A.T.I. in
almost everyone '.; he ' met. He 1979. We congratulate him on his
always showed
respect and new assignment. We hope the
patience with those who disagreed Lord will look after him. And we
with him: Thus, unlike some other-liber- will miss him.
spokesmen whose
Newman Representatives
led only to cynicism
Mark Hoffman
and disgust toward those they .
Marry Rose Cyril
disagreed wjth; Fr. Paul was 'able
James E. Rustic
V
to develop dialogue and mutual
Claire DeLorre
" John A. Sichenze
respect. He, showed us human
.

.

.

al

self-righteousn-

ess

.M

I

David W. Johnson
Timothy E. Spence
: John A. Sichenze, II
Mark Saunders
Dave Myers
Malcolm David Campbell
Gregg Brelsford
Greg Elder
Elizabeth Montgomery
Miguel Valencia
Chris Luse
Gregory C. Postel
Warren Seidel
"
Carta DiCicco
Christopher L. D. Altier .
Curtis D. McLaughlin
Gwerm HabemickeT'

be unfailingly protected at

.

every stage. ..We.. .must be
aware that our free world
and the progresses, we have
made could be lost if we
should relax our vigilance or
- our efforts.
' It is with these words
so
applicable to our times
, and
much more, by which we shall
remember General Roland H. del
Mar.
Respectfully submitted,
THE COLLEGE REPUBLICAN
CLUB OF WOOSTER
.
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being: It must' be built by
untiring work
and must
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Trustee Special Committee
A Less than Sincere Effort
Guest Editorial . . . .

. . . . The Diuestmenf Coalition
As many of you will remember, the question of The College of
Wooster's support for the system of apartheid in South Africa was put
before the trustees by the Divestment Coalition last quarter. The
Divestment Coalition asked that a committee composed of trustees,
faculty and students be formed to look into the College's investments in
corporations which are involved in South Africa. Other student groups
including the SGA, BSA and ISA also asked that students be made part
composed solely of trustees was
of the committee. A committee
formed to look at the College's investment policy. This committee met in
November at which time members of the Divestment Coalition were
'
'
asked to make presentations.
The committee will be back on campus to solicit faculty opinions on'
Monday
Monday, Feb. 1. The trustees have invited two guests
evening. They are Ruth Sirrims Hamilton and Robert C. Good
of the Study Commission on 'U.S. Policy toward Southern
Africa (aRockefeller Commission). Ruth Simms Hamilton and Robert C.
Good are being brought to "enlighten" trustees, faculty and students
about issues of policy toward South Africa. It is the trustees' position that
these two speakers will provide a fair representation of a spectrum of
views. The Divestment Coalition, on the other hand, feels that
representation of our position will be missing from this discussion.
Although the decision to bring members of the Study Commission to the
College was made in November, the trustees did not so much as seek
suggestions from the Coalition as to who might be able to present a
missing dimension of the issue. Furthermore, the members of the
Divestment Coalition were not notified that the speakers would be on
campus until last week'.'
The trustees claim to be open to hearing all sides of the issue and claim
that academic freedom is supreme. Yet, when the Coalition inquired if a '
speaker of the Coalition's choice could be brought into this meeting, the
trustees responded that such a person would be "embarrassing" to their
speakers. This reinforces our belief that the trustees "guests" are going
to represent a narrow facet of the issue.
. The Divestment Coalition is angered by the apparent lack of courtesy
and respect for students on the part of the trustees. We do not accept
Monday evening's meeting as a sincere effort to gain insight into various
positions on the South African question. We hope that students and
others will recognize the gravity of this situation and will be present at
Monday's sessions to make known their concerns. It Is important that
students and other members of the campus community attend these
sessions to emphasize our stake in the issue of the College's
"
'
.
investments.
.

to-spe- ak

both-member- s
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of the principles which ' have made
foundational institutions of America the envy of the world. But
civilized society (most notably the let us understand that these basic
principles are to be found in the
family).
Many have analyzed this liberal democratic tradition which
situation and have proposed a is our heritage, not in the
variety of interpretations and rnisguided liberal philosophies that
solutions. The argument put forth have plagued our country for the
here is that it is due in large part to last several decades. Indeed we
the absence of leadership. The have endured the New Deal, the
times are right for a change both in Square Deal, the Great Society
leadership and in the direction of and finally Carter's Ordeal. To this
of gratitude, but
our Republic. For challenge is we owe not a debt
.
v
what brings forth true leaders, not a iNationai ueor oit one iniiion
dollars, the interest of which
fat. easy times:
Today we confront v major amounts to one hundred billion
challenges from both within and dollars per annum, which is more
abroad our land mass. In terms of than all Fortune Five Hundred
these challenges from abroad we Companies make in profit per
confront a world menace in the year. In effect, our leaders in
Soviet Union; a world power Washington have killed the goose
which is engaged in the greatest, that haslaid the golden egg and in
of any the process, have brought the
most rapid military build-unation since Hitler. And this, all at whole country down with
a period of time when the U.S. has confiscatory taxation, burdenunilaterally disengaged itself, some regulation and centralized
spending less now on military tyranny.
armaments than it has in post
Given this dire set of circumWorld War II history. This is stances, it is time we rededicate
evidenced by the decline of U.S. ourselves to the foundations so
military spending as measured in nobly embodied
in our
terms of G.N.P., the National Constitution. But this will take
Budget and in real terms strong leadership from the Top
accounting for inflation. As a and an unwavering resolve to
result, the prospects for Soviet rectify the situation. We are
preponderence in the 1980 world grateful that we have such a leader
order (and beyond) pose grave today in President Ronald Reagan.
consequences for the security of His foresight, wisdom and
the Free World.
perseverance serve as a model for
In reoard to our domestic ills, it future leaders.
is time we get back to the basic
tion and a weakening

by Richardson House
We live in a historical moment
which many agree will require
uncommonly effective leaders if
the accumulated achievements of
centuries are not to be swept away
by a new barbarism. The threat
comes from outside in the form of
militant and expansive totalitarian
despotism (i.e. the Soviet Union)
and from inside in the form of a
pleasure-seekinsecularism that
drowns human values, cheapens
life and vulgarizes culture (i.e. the

"BACK!

g

m.

counterculture).
The symptoms of leadership

Me-generati-

on

inadequacy

in connection

with

these threats appear in diverse
shapes, but all of us are aware of
three at least: ' The erosion of
prestige which public office has
suffered, a growing apathy which
places the habits of a democratic
populace out of harmony with the
demands of a republican constitu- -

90-minu-

te

Stressing

privileges.

the

disadvantages facing the veteran
in terms of lowered job status,

rate and

increased suicide

alcoholism, Muller suggested that
these factors served to silence !ffie
veterans after the war.
Muller cited a recent poll of
Vietnam veterans which indicated
that for 89 percent of those
interviewed, it was the first time
that they had talked about being a
veteran. "The silence after this
war has been deafening," he

-

stressed.

The

exhibited

contrasted

the U.S., when
with the post-wa- r

in

atmosphere

remembrances

heroin

patriotism

pre-wa- r

of calloused

Calley.

Lt.

of

addicts and the

intelligentsia condemning the war
saying that "only a fool would go,"
explains the veterans' reluctance
to talk about the war states Muller.
Illustrative of the lack of du
respect which "greeted" the
returning veterans, according to
Muller, was the press conference
held in Washington last March for
National Honor Vietnam Veteran
Day when "not one member of the

press corps came

.

."

Other

disillusionments grew out of a
roundtable for veterans and
officials where, Muller
"stated, they were told "What
ybu're trying to do is right and
needed, but you won't get support
high-rankin-

g

from philanthropists

in this

.

be debated. . . We must show a
consensus of support for that

country because you are the

legacy of Vietnam . . . and this is
too much for us to deal with."
Muller's assessment of the
discussion was that, "The powers
that be want to push us on."
Analyzing the current political
climate in the U.S., Muller is
amazed by the remarkable change
the country has undergohe in just
a few years. He decries the largest
military build-uin history of $1.5
trillion which has resulted in
dramatic cuts in "the most basic
social programs."
elementary
Muller condemns the "rhetoric
coming out of Washington which
has been nothing less than

policy," he said.

against

the

government and the war must be
carried on, he decreed, stating
that 57,000 Americans died and
300,000 were wounded. "There is
nothing more grievous than to
have had all those die, and for it to

,

nothing,"

vbe for

.

he said,

concluding that "If we lost
Vietnam, let us not lose the
opportunity to gain from that
something of value for our future."

p

SALIENCE
-

by Ian Hartrick
The Russiansare stupid. They
should have taken Reagan's "zero
option" and run with it. As it
stands now they have a very submedium,
stantial long-tkm, range weapons lead (4430 to

Sinha Should Stay
(cont. from p. 2)
doubt as he is a fine individual and
a professional.
Any decision on the part of the'
College to not renew Professor
Sinha's contract has been an

incredulous." He feels that

American citizens aren't fooled by

the statements coming from
Washington. ' They sense an
inevitable crisis approaching, as
shown by a recent poll in which
78 percent of American citizens
responded that they felt the U.S.
would be involved in a war within
the next few years.
Muller blames Reagan and Haig
for setting the stage for war. That
Reagan could envision a limited
nuclear war and that Haig "is
looking to explode nuclear devises
in Europe as a warning shot," only
serve as a means of unifying the
people against them, he said.
Dangerous precedents' have
been set which increase the
likelihood of U.S. involvement in a
war, according to Muller. He cites
the presence of U.S. advisors in El
Salvador along with Haig's request
for increased military forces in the
area at a cost of nine million dollars
as a means of forcibly "teaching
them how to go about ; their
business." He stated that the role
of some advisors has gone beyond
the official capacity to include such
atrocities as supervising torture
sessions of captured leftist forces.
When a "slap on the wrist" is the
only reprimand which Carter
received for violating the War
Powers Act by sending the military
into Iran, then Muller asks "What
Reagan from
is to prevent
committing this nation to a policy '
of military defense?"

--

struggle

The

--

p

of the War
Vietnam Veterans: Legacy
...

(cont. from p. 1)
American people it was coming."
The United States, however,
began to understand, he said.
"That blind pledge of allegiance no
longer carried the day." The riot of
the Chicago convention, the
assassinations of Bobby Kennedy
and Martin Luther King, the
refusal of Lyndon B. Johnson to
lies and deception
run again
unraveled the U.S., he said.
On his return to the U.S.,
Muller, who caught a bullet in the
spine and is paralyzed from the
waist down, spent a year in
Kingsbridge Hospital in the Bronx.
In May, 1970, his ward was the
cover story of Life magazine, he
said. That issue was the second
. largest selling issue in the history
of the magazine. People could not
believe the conditions of that VA
hospital.
After speaking for approximately 40 minutes, Muller showed
film Heroes, which
the
dealt with the plight of the Vietnam
veterans. Following the film, he
emphasized its accurate portrayal
of the returning veterans loss xf

a

m

160-270-
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Dismantling

0

their

preserved by the bomb since we
are too cheap to pay for adequate
conventional defense. I don't see
very many massive protest
demonstrations in the USSR or
Warsaw pact countries condemning Russian arms. When there is
such a blessed event maybe we
can all get rid. of the bomb,
something"! would love to see. In
the meantime let's see what
happens at Geneva.
Torsten Wasch's editorial had
some distortions and inaccuracies
in it that were just too juicy to pass
up. I wonder if he ever knew that
the USSR at one time (and
perhaps still does) maintain a
nuclear sub or two close enough to
U.S. shores that a Russian nuclear
"

.

, and ss-objectionable
missiles would have cost them 610
departure of a person of such high
f
of
almost
systems
caliber as Professor Sinha is a loss
pledge
obsolete.
not
to
Our
them
to The College of Wooster; it has build the Pershing II and ground
been a loss to the faculty, a loss to launched cruise missile (572 total)
the students, and a loss to the would have cost us two very
spiritual community. We "must
sophisticated, effective, and.to the
have interaction and dialectics
Russians very dangerous systems.
in order to
with
s
advantage in
Their
facilitate a truly educational
remained
the
would
have
about
atmosphere. To have dialectics
same. They could still rattle their
students is not
with
Washington in
at the Chinese missile could hit
remaining
enough; we must have and need a
Austria, to.
minutes.
seven
about
modernizing
aircraft
other
while
close proximity with
neutral
isn't
knowledge,
my
and missiles that are pointed at
professors in order to relate to and
USSR, out of the
the
because
NATO,
they
are doing.
which
understand the
goodness of its heart, allowed it to
If there is anyone more stupid
world. Otherwise our concept of
so; Finland has allowed the
than the Russians it is those people be
education and our concept of
USSR a veto over its foreign policy
who were out in the streets of while
human beings will be assessed
the neutrality of Yugoslavia,
whimpering about
Europe
almost exclusively from a christian
and Switzerland has
Sweden,
having more of those nasty U.S.
perspective. This is not to say the
by strong
maintained
been
christian perspective is bad, just, bombs around. I am the son of an neighbors and armed force.
military
Living
on
bases
an incompletes example of the
Wasche speaks of 500,000 antiboth here and in Europe I have had tank
varieties of human beings On this
missiles in West Germany. I
more than my share of megatons
earth. With all due respect I must
remind him that there are
must
pointed at me. I can't say I liked it
express my extreme dissatisfacmany launchers for those
only
so
I
early
age
much. But at a pretty
tion on this issue.
weapons
In war
missiles.
figured out the deadly logic of
As for
priority
target.
would
be
a
Sincerely,
deterrence. Unthinkable as it
Peter J. Renfrew
.Europeans ability the quality of Soviet tanks, one can
might seem
Box C2525
or right to protest may have been say that their last two new models
are quite good while NATO has
lots of poor equipment, too.
Regarding divisional size, the
budget now being debated within
troops of a NATO division
combat
(CPS)
Washington, D.C.
the administration and to be sub
U.S. Secretary of Education mitted to Congress next year are close in number to the combat
TerTel Bell lias warned that
stays so low," he may have to troops in a Russian or Warsaw
graduate students may be propose cutting graduate students pact division. It isn't simple
Wasch.
eliminated from the popular from GSL eligibility.
Urging Americans to put aside
You can't make a case, out of a
Loan
allegiance
blind
Student
Promising to "avoid (the cutoff),
their naivete and
puaranteed
to the government, he states the "program under the Reagan if I possibly can," Bell asked the stack of distortions. I don't like
nuclear weapons either but
administration's proposed 1983 grad school deans and adminneed for a public debate on the
disarmament is just as
fiscal year budget.
issues of the draft and the war,
istrators for lobbying help to unilateral talking
crazy
about "winning" a
as
vets
Vietnam
adding that "the
convince "my (administration)
Bell told a recent meeting of the colleagues about whether
must lead the way by asking those
student nuclear war. And it is unilateral
What is it in Council of Graduate Schools that loans should apply to graduate disarmament that these'
hard questions
Europollyannas are talking about.
fact that we want to stand for must if education's share of the 1983 students."

unmistakable
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G lobe Scholar
Directs Project

I

On

evening, Jan. 29,
Brian Dykstra will
present a recital of. American
piano music in McGaw Chapel oh"

-- by Pete Silva
Shakespeare's Globe Theatre is
one of the greatest monuments in
the history of the theatre. It is the
symbol for an era of unparalleled
playwriting and acting innovation.
And yet, very little is known as to

1982,

'

-

A:

'

this structure-'- original design.
Many 'scholars in the field have put
forth opinions, but only Dr. C.
Walter Hodges has discovered
fact.
Dr. Hodges is, by trade, an
illustrator, beginning his career in
the late thirties as an illustrator of
children's books. For his first book
entitled, Shakespeare and the
Players, he researched Shakespeare, the actors he worked with,
the plays hewrote, and what was
known about his Globe Theatre.
During his research into the
Globe, he discovered that most of
the theories stated were, in his
own words, "poppycock!" Since
that time he has become the
foremost expert in the design and
appearance of the Globe Theatre
His research is collected in his
s
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M:iQir Pent'mal (vino rtr cxumtoA
during the current Winter Quarter
tnj tK (VtlloooV rVxvirtnwnt rrf
Music, will begin at ,7:30 p.m. and is
open to the public without charge.
The program will begin with
several works by composers of the
late 19th century
"Confluentia"
by Edgar Stillman Kelley; Fire-- .
Flies" by Mrs. H.H.A. Beach and
six of the Twelve Virtuoso Studies,
Op. 46 by Edward .MacDowefl.
Gallagher
"Nocturne" by
of The College of Wooster faculty
will be followed
by "Toccata
Ostinato" by Robert Palmer of
Cornell University. '
Concuding the recital will be the
three most recent "concert rags"
by Dykstra himself. Previous
concert rags by Dykstra have
been recorded on the Advent
r
label, featured on a
special
program
on
National
v
Public Radio stations : throughout the country, and printed in a
folio with the support of the Ohio

t

M

,

1

Dr.-Jac- k

one-hou-

Elizabethan Theatre", 1453; The
Globe Playhouse 15991613: A
Conjectual Drawing, 1959;
Shakespeare's Second Globe,
1973; and his latest, and most
complete work. The Third Globe,
1981, which contains lectures and
essays delivered by speakers at a

Shakespeare's Theatre

will
provide revolutionary new insights

of
.into the production
perma:
Shakespeare's plays, and a

nent research and experimentation
center for actors, directors, scene
designers, and technicians.
"
Dr. Hodge's lecture will consist
of slides of his drawings and
sketches, his own comments, and
r
period: It
a
will begin at 4:00 p.m. in Lean
Lecture Room- - oh Wednesday,
question-and-answe-

February 3.

'

IM

M

I
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Arts Council. On Friday's

program Dykstra will speak about
each of the works to be played.

Convocation Brings
Depression Wed

No Kidding! Second City is a Hit
by Kevin Grubb
The alumni reads like a veritable
--

Who's Who of comedy: Dan
Ackroyd, John Belushi, Shelly
Berman, Peter Boyle, Valerie
Harper, Linda Lavin, Ann Meara,
Gilda Radner, Joan Rivers and
David Steinberg, to throw out a
few of the more reknown names.
Today, some 30 years after its
inception at the University of
Chicago, Second City continues
to keep its audience in stitches and
provide mainstream comedy with
lively, refreshing new talent. On
Feb. 2 at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel, Wooster students are
invited to Take a Study Break
from
and enjoy the
s'

antics of the comedy troupe.
After several false starts,
Second City gained popularity by
renting a defunct Chinese
Laundry in the Old Town section
of Chicago to stage their
uproarious routines. Taking their
name from A. J. Liebling's derisive
profile of Chicago in the Hew
Yorker, the group officially
opened their club to almost instant
success on Dec. 16, 1959. Critics
were quick to acknowledge the
then-simember group as a

audience, by their director, or by
some of their own members.
Subjects range from' politics to
film, novels to puppy love. Their
world of humor is created without
sets, employing only a few hand
props, and developing routines
around six hats on the costume
shelf. The company has sent
revues to London, England and
Toronto, Canada. They have also
been on the marquee in New

;

York's
district,
raves.

--

x

definite

"must-see- "

for audiences

interested in high comedy and

prestigious
receiving

Broadway
unanimous

Sponsored by SAB, the Second
City study break promises to
provide more than a chuckle or
two to chase away mid term blues.

original, often scathing satire.
Second City actors .improvise
on ideas suggested by the

THE INTERNATIONALIST

--

customs.
am a Chinese and"! come from
Malaysia. My grandparents are
from China and they brought with
them the Chinese customs and
Because I am a
traditions.
Chinese, this celebration plays a
very important part of my life, and
it is something that I always look
forward to.
;
Like any other big celebration.
I

v

New Year's requires much
preparation - usually beginning

weeks beforehand. The Chinese

by Susan Fjgge
,
Depression
one of the most
widespread but least understood
and least discussed illnesses
strikes increasing numbers of
Americans' each year. A leading
cause of death among' young
people, depression affects women
far more often than men.
We are largely past the time
- when
depressed patients were
acKised )by well meaning friends
and relatives to "pull themselves
together," "count their blessings."
and "snap out of it, but the
spector of moral failure, of
character weakness, still haunts
many depression patients. In next Wednesday's convocation, Tom Raitt. Professor of
Religion, will discuss depression as
.

Mid-Term-

by Chong Ong
On January 25 the dog was
ushered in as the 11th sign of the
Zodiac to mark the Chinese New
Year. It was the day of the first new
moon of the new Chinese lunar
calendar. Chinese people around
the world hold celebrations to
welcome this hew year, a celebration lasting traditionally for 15
days. It is a celebration of joy,
giving, forgiving and wishing one
another peace, good health and
prosperity. It is also a time filled
with traditions, symbolism and

Dr,

The ColleQe of Wooster camms.
The recital, part of an American

I

,

m
.

"

I

major works: "The Globe
Restored: A Study of the

conference in Detroit in 1979.
Currently, Dr. Hodges is head
designer and architect for one of
the greatest projects in the history
of theatre: the rebuilding of
Shakespeare's Globe Theatre on
the Detroit River. The project is
' expected to be completed in 1985,
with the theatre as the center of an
area containing museums and
spacious gardens. The building of

Dykstra oives
Recital
Kano
'
Friday

their parents' home" to celebrate
people believe that upon entering
a new year, all things are to start the special New Year's Eve dinner.
anew. Old quarrels and conflicts This is a feast, of reunion. I
are supposedly forgotten and remember it as a time of much
forgiven. New clothes for the laughter, noise and confusion. It is
especially so in my family as we are
young and old are a definite must.
Even the homes are cleaned
a large one.
thoroughly, with new ' curtains
On New Year's Day, after
hanging on the windows.
changing into our new clothes, my
family likes to visit our
It is also common to see a piece
of red "cloth hanging on the grandparents and other elderly
doorways, of a piece of red paper relatives. We wish them "GONG
XI FA CHAr, an expression that
with golden Chinese characters
pasted on the door. The color red means Happy New Year. In
symbolizes good fortune; it is used
reurn, each-o- f us who are still
single receive a red envelope; it
excessively during this occasion.
always comes with a few crisp,
Food plays a very important
part in this celebration. In fact, new notes tucked inside.
The celebration ends on the
certain traditional delicacies are
only available at this time of the 15th night, a period known as
"Chap Go Men." It is another
year. Such delicacies include
night of feasting. I remember one
sweet rice cake, sweet mincemeat,
year, by the light of the full moon, I
Chinese sausage and "dried
pressed duck." It is a whole duck could see young girls standing on
that is literally pressed and then the bridge throwing tangerines
pickled. Tangerines are another into the water, silently, making
wishes for their future husbands.
common sight in every home.
The Chinese students - at
It is customary for all families,
my own included, to be present in Wooster had their own share of
--

,

.

Chinese New Year's here on
campus this year. We met
together and cooked several
Chinese dishes, sharing them in

the evening in Douglass Hall.
Though it was different, it was a
good and enjoyable experience for
us Jo celebrate this festival with

new

friends, friends from

Indonesia, America, Japan and
other countries from all over the
world. The Chinese New Year's
celebration, a celebration of joy
and peace, is truly international.

-

'

:

an illness resulting from
perfectionism, stressful lite
situations and difficulty in

expressing anger..
Professor Raitt, who has taught
at Wooster for 18 years, will raise
the question of whether living and
n working in a demanding institution
like " the College Is especially
conducive to depressive, illness.
He will offer suggestions as to how
people can avoid or overcome
depression oy learning how to
handle stress arv1 nrnnorhi rsLca'
emotions. "I have gone through
certain things and have found
certain solutions that are useful for
me," he says. His perspective is
not that of the- professional
psychologist, but rather reflects
his personal experience.

--

I

-

--

Camelot Auditions Arirounced
By Music and Theatre Department
Initial

The Music and Theatre
Departments will be holding,
auditions this week for the Spring

Musical,

Cametot.

Students

interested in trying out should sign
up for an audition appointment on
the theatre bulletin board in
Wishart Hall before Saturday.
Appointments run from 2:30 to 6
p.m. on Saturday, January 30 and
hi Sunday. January 3 1 . from 12:30

to 2:45 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m.
Callbacks will be announced as
'
' ;
needed.
, Those auditioning should come
prepared to sing a 2 minute song
of their choice and either bring
their own accompanist or the
music. Reading, movement and
dance segments will conclude the
audition. Auditions for instrumentalists will beheld at a later date.

'

-

-

Storage Problems Increase for files
As Student Records Go Up in Smoke

-

V

(cont. from p.'

1)

:

"

transcript, and any letters-- " of
reference solicited by the student,
Plusquellec explained that he is
more able to write a
if the student
encloses a letter with his or her
reference form, reminding Dean
Plusquellec of the activities in
which he or she was involved while
at Wooster, providing a list of
personal contacts at the College,
and granting permission for the
Dean to see the references
contained in the credentials file.
This procedure increases the
significance of the credentials file
in a way echoed by the Scot's Key
(p. 15): The student should
recognize that the College's ability
to provide references for graduate
school or employment following

member about the "historical
value" of the earlier folders.
As for options rather than
destroying the folders, Plusquellec
stated that " placing the files on
microfilm was rejected as too
expensive. When asked if any
.

o

1

(

i

1

1

attempt had been made to clear
the earlier files of deceased
graduates' folders, he replied that
no such cleaning had occurred "in
recent years." There also has been
no attempt to find other storage
space on campus for the files.
Plusquellec stated that it would be
"difficult to find space as secure as
the archives," to which, according
to Dr. Coolidge, no student has
access without supervision. The
safety of the files in Andrews
Library is contradicted, however,
by the following report from a
student , who asked to remain
anonymous: "My activities on
campus regularly require me to
use the archives of the library. Not
once has an employee of the
- information-desk- ,
where the key to
the archives is kept, asked why I
was requesting it, nor has any of
the library staff ever accompanied
. me to the archives."
Plusquellec attributes this lack
of effort to create or find space
largely to the fact that he does not
believe the folders are worth
retaining. In his experience
completing reference forms for
students applying to graduate
programs, which is the main
function of the personnel folder
following graduation, he has found
that the information contained in
the file is-- - "not terribly helpful
anyway." Materials in the file'
include a high school transcript,
board scores, and copies of all
correspondence between the
student and the Dean's staff. The
Registrar's Office retains a copy of
the transcript "for the life of the
institution" (Scot's Key, p. 15), and
it would be available on request to
a writer of a reference in the
Dean's Office. Plusquellec also
pointed out that possible "misinterpretation" of information by a
writer of a reference who was not
involved in an incident could have
a negative influence on the
recommendation, which he does
not believe is necessarily
justifiable: "If a student received,
disciplinary action in the fall
quarter of his freshman year, it
should not be held against him
several years later."
More valuable than the folders,
said Plusquellec, is the credentials
file kept by the Career Planning
and Placement Service (CPPS) of
the College. Credential files are
established by the student and
include copies of the resume,

favorable-recommendati-

'-

-

1

II

This collection of somber-face- d
photography is part of "The Lower East Side" collection, currently
on exhibit in Lowry 119. The display represents some of the best documentary photography of J875-192- 5
illustrative of the long, hard struggle weathered by Jewish immigrants attempting to acclimate
.
themselves to Npiv York Citxi. Photo hu John I TtAner
in an tnree cases, tacuiiy
members working at the centers
which are organizationally

Defense Budget
Research
Funds
(cont. from p.

work is strictly military.
Besides changing names and
altering organizational charts, the
Pentagon has also lowered its
profile by sponsoring
studies done by
different college departments.
Each department gets a DOD
grant, but is never told the ultimate
nature of the research, or how it

research and intellectual

newly-enlarge- d

Mister Donut is

the man to see.
BUT THIS WEEK SEE
YOUR FAVORITE GAL
IN

multi-disciplinar- y

fits

together with other

departments research.
Such caution and secrecy only
anger critics more. "It's like having
a permanent military installation
on the campus," complains Adel
Hough, director of the Wisconsin

Festival.
According

to Jim Luce,
for this event, the fair
will promote arts and crafts of the
world. "Over 100 students have
been contacted to help with the
fair," Luce maintains, "and we
hope that faculty and townspeople
will get involved with us."
will be held
This
co-coordina-

tor

--

.

global-festiv- al

on Saturday, February 19. Slated
to begin before lunch, the event
will continue until the dance
festival begins in the evening. The

somewhere that this is going on."

participate in the event. The ISA,
BSA, JSA and the newly formed
Japan Association of Wooster
have also been asked to help with
the festival.
Each group will be financed by
the Babcock Programming Board.

Hough emphasizes her
objections extend to other

campuses as well. "This has to be a
national effort. If you kick them off
one campus, they'll just move to

another."

fair

will

Board

artistic-display-

has

been

asked to

US Cannot Universally Eviscerate Arms

(cont. from p. 2)
West European country like Austria. The incentive not to do so
increases even more if the Kremlin realizes that Europe presents a viable
military threat to anyone who so chooses to disturb any West European
nation's suzerainty. Without that- - viable threat, what would be the

deterrent?

--

.

Sadly enough, we cannot perform- as Mr. Wasch and his colleagues
propose if a free, vital Europe is to be maintained. To do so would mean
opening Europe and the West to Soviet influence. Then not only would
Mr. Wasch's voice be silenced, but so would this one. Such is a threat
with which we must live, and from which we must defend ourselves
(Eurppeans and Americans alike) until a credible arms reduction is
initiated.
.
Regretably, nuclear weapons cannot be removed from history. That
they are evil no one denies. But for the West to unilaterally eviscerate
nuclear weapons would cause an evil which could not be condoned, even
,by Mr. Wasch.
-

--

graduation

be limited unless a

credentials

file has been
established in the Career Planning

--

.

will

and Placement. Office."

Apparently, however, many

students are unaware of the
policy. Of several seniors interviewed, none realized their folders
would be destroyed and that the
College would be limited in writing
a reference for them if they did not
have a file in CPPS. All of the
seniors felt that the College was
not adequately informing students
of the policy.

--

If
all students established
credential files, how would storage
space in CPPS be affected?
According to Elaine Lindstrom,
Director of the Office, she sees no

They're selling
fresh, thick, delicious
Mister Donut DONUTS in
the halls next week.
Help your Rugby Club
should be your
favorite charity.

It

Mister Donut
225 W. Liberty
Downtown

Wit

HI

PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA

.

.

references. . As for storage,

Lindstrom stated that thouqh the
number of students establishing a
credentials file is on the increase,
she foresees no problem of space
"in the next few years." Lindstrom
said that the storage problem is
somewhat alleviated for CPPS
because some students transfer
their credentials file to their
graduate school once they have
entered a program. She
acknowledges, however, that if "all
students established a file in the
office, a storage problem would be
imminent in several years.

Classified Ads
SERVICES
Planned Parenthood, located at
2680'$ Cleveland Rd. in Wooster,
t
pregnancy testing,
has
counseling. Pap tests, and birth
control. Call
low-cos-

345-779- 8.

.

ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions
weeks. Birth Control

up-through-1- 5

Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC

accepted. 513 West Market St.

DELIVERED!

Call toll free

Custom
Picture Framing

1

800362 9150.

MURRAY WORD PROCESSING:

Mailing labels, manuscripts, business letters, I.S. projects. Call
Debbie Murray,
345-537- 6.

BEALL AVE.

lifer. iT""

N

ECON-O-WAS-

H

(Just North of the College)
24 Hour

Coin-O-p

Laundry

THE

Phone:

262-517- 1

143 E. Liberty SL

Wooster, Ohio

--

way it "could possibly deny
keeping the credentials file," for
they are absolutely essential for
many students; a teacher,' for
example, cannot be hired without

.

WOMEN'S RUGBY CLUB

(MUHLTTTOOOS

o

s
include many
from around the world, as
well as activities in the Lowry
Center pit and a continuous slide
show. The Woman's Advisory

daughters are attending

.

Preparations are underway for
the First Annual International Fan-tbe held at The College of
Wooster. The fair, sponsored by
the Babcock Programming Board,
will be held in conjunction with the
traditional International Dance

Peace Conversion Project. The
campus becomes "an important
place for military annihilation."
"I'm the parent of two students,
and it's horrible to realize that our

THE

Donjut; o--o

of their

do only unclassified,
publishable research while government researchers handle the
classified work. By official
formulas, 85 percent of all the

Defense) want?"
Melman contends that "when
they do this, they're not thinking of
other needs. It tends to deflect

development."
An organization called the
Wisconsin
Peace Conversion
Project sponsored a November
national meeting to form a
network of groups opposed to the
military spending, and helped
bring the issue back to nationwide
last year when it
attention
picketed the most notable symbol
of military research on campus:
the Army Math Research Center
at Wisconsin.
But since 1970, when "the
bombing of the center killed a
physics grad student and became
a turning point in the college antiwar movement, the center has
kept a low profile.
It has dropped "Army" from its
name and moved to a more
secluded part of campus. The
actions are typical of the
Pentagon's sharpened sophistication in softening its image, and in
the process muffling protest
against its
campus
presence.
But Pentagon officials in
position to discuss the DOD's
imagerchanging strategy refused
to return College Press Service's
repeated phone calls.
They have, however, forged
new, nominally separate relationships with their research centers
at Michigan, Washington and
Johns Hopkins, which gets the
largest single collegiate chunk of
DOD research money.

divisions

independent

campuses

1)

International Fair
New toWooster

on

i
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Grappl ers Over .500
.
;

Cleveland

by. A

7:-r-

tournament.

J.

.

The College of Wooster

.

wrestling ' team has defeated
Wittenberg, Baldwin-Wallacand
Defiance to boost their season

- Wooster had - no
defeating Defiance

,

ijB.iiwwnrnt.il

-

-

.

trouble

46-6-

Swimmers Finish

-

tt"

--ry

.

t SeventhGLCA
by Sydney Smyth

and

edged Baldwin-Wallac-e
with
' three pins in a row.
Bob Schmid began the action
record to
against Defiance and earned an 11-Coach Bob Yomboro said,
major- - decision. Curtis Uoyd
This is the first time Wooster has
secured a
decision. Kent
had a winning season, in a long
Thurston and Tom.. Wood
time. We have improved steadily."
recorded wins , by' .forfeit. The
Just four years ago, Wooster
single Defiance win came against
posted a
record.
.... ; ' ' v
- .r .J ,i
i.
..:
Pete Myers at 150 pounds when he
Last weekend-th- e
wrestlers split
defaulted in the second period
pair of matches, losing to
his knee. At
)
Muskingum
but nipping ; because he
v
' 158, Mike Hdstotler picked up a
Wittenberg
only
pin
1:30 into the first period.
"
Kim Lance' pinned fhe t
- '
J
..."
Steve .CHychlyk won an 11-Muskingum opponent to keep his
decision, Mark Butler, John Srock
streak, alive, and picked, up six
points for Wooster. Bob Schmid, a and Kim Lance won by forfeit.
match;
freshman, won by forfeit in the 118 - In the Baldwin-Wallac-e
pound class. Curtis Lloyd at 126 r Wooster had a slow start but a
jT
Kfci- I fVl
" AJMfc'
i n - - -pounds was a 12-- winner. Three strong ending! - ".
heavyweight
wrestling
for
team,
in
is
Lance,
Kim
the
undefeated
Schmid and Lloyd lost, but
pins and, two superior decisions
3
13
have
season.
this
Scots
a
on
matches
The
record
the
"
Thurston picked up a win by season. Photo by John Ladner. .
led the Scots past Wittenberg.
Tom Wood, the last wrestler on forfeit. Tom Wood pinned Scott
the mats, won the big match of the Nagy in the first period,' John.
"Big"
Srock downed-Jiday giving the Scots a
Steinmetz late '
m the third period, and Kim Lance
victory.
by Al Cleveland
Division II schools, but Lance
v
Wooster 'was trailing by two matted Tim Willis his thirteenth
came to Wooster because of the
The
of
dream
senior
pin and thirteenth consecutive
points, but the tide turned when
heavyweight Kim Lance is to fine academic program. Coming to
win. Pete Myers and Mike become Wooster's first
major
Wood scored a J9-Wooster was "one of the wisest
decision at 150 pounds. Lance and . Hostoiler also picked up wins by
choices of my fife."
wrestler.
forfeit. Chychlyk and Butler both
Lloyd ' both won their second
When our of uniform, Lance's
To achieve
status,
were nailed by their opponents.
matches with pins, while Schmid
hobbies are umpiring baseball in
- Lance must win the O.A.C. tourn"It is nice to fill all the weight
picked up a 13-- superior decision.
ament and then place in- - the top the summer, watching any kind of
Tom Wood said, "Before the classes and forfeits are nicer to eight at the national tournament.
sports event, playing the piano for
Wittenberg match, the coach put a receive than to give," said Bob
relaxation and enjoyment, . and
every
seen
Lance
has
little pressure on me. He said that Yomboro. He added, "At the . heavyweight in the conference,
chemistry. He is a chemistry
if I won, then we would win the tournament, I expect that we shall but some of the heavyweight
major, and an R.A. in Anningfon.
match, but if I lost then we would gain some experience, but it will be' wrestlers at the Ohio Northern' He regretted leaving. his close
lose the match." Wood's personal a very tough competitioiv with Tournament
were eliminated friends at Ashland, but he likes the
' goal is to place at OACs at the end Division I and II wrestlers. To be
people in the Chemistry
before he could meet them in
of the season, because in the last the best that we can be, we must
Department. "I was very
competition. Regarding the tourntwo years he has placed fifth. The wrestle against the best."'
ament to be held January' 29 and impressed that my I.S. advisor
took time out to watch me at
team goal is to place at the OAC
30 at Miami of Ohio, Lance
"
Lance has a lot
commented, "It will be tough this
Scot-Womerespect
of
will
for the Chemistry
I
up
weekend
because
be
n
against Division I wrestlers. Miami Department and feels the
Burr too smashed the previous
professors "talk with you and not
of Ohio has a heavyweight
by Katharine L. Blood
in the 600 and the 800 yard
records
you."
at
who
was
wrestler
ranked
number
In their first meet of the season runs with the times of 1:39.7
and four in the nation in Division I
In seventh and eighth grades.
The College of Wooster women's 2:34.4.
Lance was always put down
schools according to the last poll."
track team shattered five indoor
As usual, the sprinters turned in
The teams to beat at the because of his size. He has worked
records Friday, January 21 at fine performances. Charlene
O.A.C. tournament are Ohio
hard at wrestling and likes it "since
Ohio. Wesleyan. Ohio Wesley an
Kemp is back in full form winning
Capital,"
is a place for everyone in
Northern
and
there
lance
won the meet with 92 points while both the 60 yard hurdles and
added, Muskingum has three AH wrestling size is not important.''
Wooster and Kenyon followed 60 yard dash, and placing fourththe
in
Wrestling is also one of the few
Americans but may not have team
with 45 and 11.
the 220. Teammate Pam Willis
"They beat us in numbers," said earned a second in both the 220 depth and Mount Union should be sports in which anyone can
strong. Similar to last year, "it compete. In 1968, Willie Jones, a
coach Craig Penney. "With a ratio and the 440.
blind grappler, wrestled for the
should be a dogfight between Ohio
of 35 to 14, it is obvious they beat
Rounding out the ranks is
(cont. on p. 8)
Capital."
Northern
is
and
Wooster
us with quantity not quality."
Theresa deGuzman, who won the competitive, but is also inexperSue Roberts stole the limelight
e
run with a good early
ienced, and the team suffered a
by breaking both the high jump season tone of 12:02.
key loss early in the season when .
and 1,000 yard run records.
"I was elated by our junior Rob Lavallee sustained a
Roberts jumped her highest ever performances.
The score is not knee injury.- indoors with a 48 and clocked a indicative
of how we performed. It
Lance's hometown is Wooster,
3:06.9 in the 1000. "Sue really put is hard to measure the value of this
U0RLD-IVID- Z
Ohio.
He attended Waynedale
in an excellent performance," meet
we don't have
because
High
School
was
four
year
a
and
praised Penney.
X
indoor facilities and cannot run
letter winner in wrestling. As a
TRAVEL
Freshman Carrie Bell also practices with the intensity
we
senior, he had an impressive 26-broke a record in the field events. would wish," said Penney. '
record with 22 pins, and was
Belt threw the shot 36'8 for a
The women will travel to Mt.
ranked fifth in the state.
'
SERVICE
second place finish.
Union Friday, Jan. 30 to meet
He was."recruited" for wrestling
In the middle distances senior Baldwin-WallacTAKES YOU
Central State
by Ashland and Wooster. Coach .
I
Katie Blood and freshman Mandv and Mt. Union.
Shipe, a former coach at Wooster,
told Lance "you can't eat your
wrestling shoes." Remembering
deliver
will
t
Hokkn
of
women
The
FLOWERS!
SAY IT WITH
J
a color with a these words, Lance, transferred
carnation to your Valentine's door, for only $1. Choose
College
from
Ashland
last
next
will
taken
be
, year
Orders
own.
your
of
special message, or write one
Lowry.
and wrestled exhibition because of
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Feb. 4, 5, 6 during meals at
36-2- 0
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Baldwin-Wallace.-

Finish Second on Track

Wooster 's men's swim team
--

.

placed a disappointing seventh last at
. Friday and Saturday, Jan.
GLCA's. However, , due,, to a
discrepancy in scoring and times,
Wooster may have fared much
better than their recorded score of
110. The meet is scored in places
and unfortunately Wooster
fell way behind ii points by not
having a diver.
Tom Ranchkrh placed seventh
. in the 100 fly (56.09), eighth in 200
fly (2:1&732) and ninth in 200 IM
(2:08.73) while Mark DowdaD took'
eighth in both 100 back (58.83) and
200 back (2:12.60). Rick Andrew
grabbed seventh place in the 500
free (5:07.06) and sixth in the 1650
free (17:50.90) while brother Bill
took twelfth in the 400 LM.
(4:52.38). Rick Wurster placed
tenth in the 200 back (2:14.05)
while Jim Bosland took eleventh in
.
the same eventj(2:15.13i.
medley
Wooster
relay
's
400
of -.
DowdaD, John Keiter, Ranchich."
and Wurster took fourth place in a
time of 3:53.52. The major scoring
discrepancies came in the 200 free
where B. Andrew clocked a time of
1:52.73 and in the 100 free with
Wurster touching in 51.84 but"
neither are recorded as having
scored any place. Both the 800
of Bi Andrew,- - Wurster,
Keiter and R... Andrew . (7:46.40)
and the 400 free relay of Ranchich,
Mike Weber, Keiter and Bill Mayo
(327.49) clocked fast times but
- failed to place.
The men travel with the women
today to meet Kenyon. Their next
home meet is Wednesday, Feb. 3 ' against OberCn. . at
22-2-
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"ACtfrlYyt9CTCoJa- The Academic Book Club has
expanded the idea of a
traditional book club into a
completely new and unique
concept.- .

SAVE

20-40- "j

ON ANY BOOK IN PT.:TI

Savo up to COvS
on aeiected titles.
NO-- GIMMICKS

NO HIDDEN CHARGES
AND NO HARD SELL

Just low. low prices every, day
of the year; unlimited
choice of books:
end fast, efficient, personal '
'
service on every order.
.

BOOK CLUB
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Swimming Women

Second at GLCAs

Wooster

8-- 1

67-5-

34-2-

100

Lisa Mullett hustles to break up a fast break against Defiance.
and fell to 3 on the season. Photo by John
The Scots lost, 62-4-

2,

8--

9,

Ladner.

OAC Confests
Pair inscore.
a
Scotsby Lose
Flaying a tightly packed
Dave Bryan

breast (1:13.67) and the 100

The Fighting Scots took two
more losses on the chin last week.
Ohio Northern stormed into
Timken to clobber the Scots,
Saturday - had the same
outcome but a different score;
Heidelberg defeated the Scots,

zone to stop the penetration of the
Student Prince's quick guards, the
Scots held the Princes to 56
points, 22 below their average.
Fourty-twpercent shooting
from the field hurt the Scots.
Several times in the second half,
they needed a shot to fall and it just

Stan Mories of the Polar Bears
played second fiddle to Jay Meyer
in the Northern game. Meyer
poured in 25 to lead all scorers.
Mories scored 16, two below his
average. Chris Thomas led the
Scots with 15. No other Scot
broke into double figures.
After an almost errorless first
half, one turnover, the Polar Bears
just kept up the tempo and ran
away from the Scots. The halftime
score was
The Scots shot 38 from the
field. Ohio Northern hit on 55 of

wouldn't.

71-4-

56-4-

42-2-

(71),

compared

Northern's 60

p

3-- 2

8-- 8

10-7-

3-- 2

Chapman also snared 15 caroms.
Maribeth Bentler snagged 10
missed shots as the Scots
the Polar Bears 49 to 36.
The Scots shot 30 from the
field and 71 from the line. It was
one of their most impressive
performances from the line this
season.
Against Defiance, the Scots'
suffered the 'turnover blues.'They
committed 24 against the tough
defensive squad from Defiance.
It was a tight defensive battle for
most of the first half. The Yellow
Jackets used a potent fast break,
good passing and excellent
outside shooting to open a 12-lead with 12:44 remaining in the
--

outre-bounde- d

6

half.

.

-

The Scots scored 10 points to
the Yellow Jackets two over, the
next four and a half minutes to
lead. Kris Leslie
take a
followed a blocked shot in for two
to give the Scots their last lead of
the game.
16-1- 4

respectively.

"We just had too many
turnovers and not enough field
goals,, said Coach Nan Nichols.
"We knew what they were going to
do on defense, but couldn't do
anvthino"

The Scots face Malone

tomorrow at 2:00 in Timken. The
Pioneers are always tough and
"are hetter than last year," Nichols
said.; The women then go on the
road to Ohio Wesleyan Tuesday.

Scofs "Bicf Goals
(cont. from p. 7)
Wooster squad, and at Mount
Union, there was a wrestler with
one leg.

Lance receives unlimited

support from his parents,

especially his father who has
always encouraged- him by saying,
"You can do anything if you want
to." In 1982, senior wrestler Kim
Lance dreams of being Wooster's
first
-

All-America- n.

to Ohio
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Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
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Just off the College Campus
DROP IN TO SEE US
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GHOST
STORY

Chris Thomas scored 16 while
Jesse Smith hauled down nine
rebounds to lead the team in that
department.
Marietta and Muskingum are-unext on the Scots' schedule. The
in the OAC
Pioneers are
(before Wednesday's games) and
record overall. The
have an
Scots go on the road to play the
' Muskies. They are
,
at this
time, but will have played two
more games by the time the Scots
get to New Concord. The Muskies
in the OAC.
are

'

(9-15- ).

WEEKNICHTS - 5:30, 7:15, 9:00
WEEKNICHTS - 5:15, 7:38, 9:45
WEEKENDS - 1:30, 3:45, 7:00, 9:15 "WEEKENDS-- ! : 003:00,5:00,7:00,9:00
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Leslie led the Scots in
rebounding : with 15. Pam

Heidelberg came into the game
ranked in the top 20 of Division III
schools, as did Northern, but
came away with a much bigger

$1 JO ADMISSION WITH

L

8.

their shots. The line was
Wooster's as they hit 12 of 17

Monday is College

J

4.

8.

LYRIC TWIN CINEMA

ASTARE

3,

2

free (57.86). Sterling took the 200
I.M. (2:22.33) and the 400 I.M.
(5:02.32) while she set a new meet
record in the 500 free in 5:21.03.
Susan Allen won the first event
of the meet, the 200 free (2:07.6).
She also added a fourth in the 100
fly (1:06.18) and a seventh in 500
free (5:42.44). Jen Rodgers placed
first over 27 competitors in the 50
free (26.5) with Ella Romig right
behind in 26.75. Rodgers also
added a second in 100 fry (1:06.84),
while Romig placed fifth in the 100
free (58.46) and eleventh in the 100
breast (1:20.22). McClumpha took
first place on the three meter
board while taking third on the one
meter board.
Neumer added points with
seconds in 200 free (2:08.27), the
100 free (58.10) and a sixth in the
500 free (5:42.02). Deb Allenby
grabbed a second in the 200 fly
(2:24.95), a fourth in the 400 I.M.
(5:12.92), a new event in this meet,
and a ninth in the 200 I.M.
(2:29.84). Lisa Bove pulled in a
third in the 100 back (1:10.85), a
fourth in the 200 back (2:31.37)
and an eighth in the 200 fly
(2:45.46), while Karen Christen
added fifths in the 100 back
(1:17.36) and 200 back (2:42.81).
Wooster's 400 free relay of
Romig, Neumer, Russ and Sterling
pulled in second in 3:51.48. The
800 free relay of Sterling, Neumer,
"
Allenby and Russ finished a strong
third in 8:29.16 while the 400
medley of Bove, Russ, Allan and
Rodgers placed fifth.
The women travel today to meet
Kenyon and Case Western. The
meet takes place at Kenyon where
the women Scots hope to beat the
Kenyon swimmers in their own
pool. Tomorrow they will be at
Ohio Wesley an to meet O.W. and
Mt. Union.

FRED

9,

32-28-

disadvantage in a meet like this
and
because scoring is places
Wooster's small team lacks the
depth to enter more than 2 or 3 in
an event.
Amy Russ and Sherri Sterling
were top performers for Wooster,
each grabbing three firsts. Russ
won the 200 breast (2:38.95), the
1-1-

6,

2.

62-4-

at a

is

Betsy Deeter came off the
bench to score four points, two on
a beautiful baseline drive, and
Ohio Northern turned back the keep the Scots in the game.
Scots on Saturday,
and Defiance scored the last two.
28-2then Defiance ran the Scots into baskets before halftime and led
on Monday.
the ground,
The closest the Scots got in the
Ohio Northern led at the half,
half was four points. Lisa
second
and never looked back in
Mullett stole a pass and went the
the Scots' second loss of the length
of the court to make the
season. The Polar Bears shot 48
.
Defiance outscored
from the field in one of the most score
10-Scots
over the next three
the
torrid shooting performances the.
a
minutes to take a
auarter
and
all
year.
Scots have seen
Kris. Leslie scored 20 points in commanding lead.
Kris Leslie scored 18 points for
defeat. Lisa Mullett and Maribeth
Bentler hit for double figures, also. the Scots. Betsy Deeter and Pam
Chapman scored 11 and 10,
Lisa had 12 and Maribeth 10.
After jumping out to an
record, the women's basketball
team has fallen twice-i- n a row.

by Sydney Smyth
At the second annual GLCAs
held last Friday and Saturday, Jan.
22 and 23 at Kenyon, Wooster's
swimmtn women placed second
to Kenyon College with a score of
388. However, discrepancies were
discovered in the final scoring and
are currently being looked at, so
many of the places may be
inaccurate.
Wooster performed well, taking
9 out of the 18 first places, and
placed at least 2 women in each

event.

Women Hoopsters Drop Two
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